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Abstract

In many schools, English is taught as international communication tool and the goal of English pronunciation training is generally to acquire intelligible enough pronunciation, which is not always native-sounding pronunciation. However, the definition of the intelligible pronunciation is not easy because it depends on the speaking skill of a speaker, the predictability of a content, and the language background of a listener. One kind of accented pronunciation, which is intelligible enough for some listeners, is often less intelligible for others. This paper focuses on objective intelligibility of Japanese English through the ears of American English speakers with little exposure to Japanese English. A large listening test was conducted using ERJ (English Read by Japanese) database. A balanced subset of this database were presented over a telephone line to the American listeners who were asked to repeat what they heard. Totally, 17,416 repetitive responses were collected and they were transcribed manually. This paper describes the design of this experiment and some results of analyzing the results of transcription.
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1. Introduction

We’re living in the era of internationalization. For international language communication, we have no other choice than to use English. Last year, several large Japanese companies adopted English as official language even used between two Japanese in domestic offices. Since April this year, English lessons have been introduced to every public primary school in Japan.

Native-sounding vs. intelligible, this has been a controversial issue in discussing the goal of pronunciation training. The former is a sufficient condition to the latter and the latter is a requisite condition to the former. Today, in many schools, English is taught as international communication tool and the goal of English pronunciation training is generally to acquire intelligible enough pronunciation [1]. In this case, however, we can point out two critical problems. The first one is the difficulty of defining the intelligible pronunciation and the second one is, in a classroom situation, the difficulty for learners to know how intelligible their utterances are and what kind of mispronunciations can be accepted or cannot be accepted by listeners.

Generally speaking, the intelligibility of a given non-native English utterance depends on the speaker’s pronunciation skill, the predictability of the content, and the language background of listeners [2]. Here, we ignore the second factor because it is independent of pronunciation training. Dependency of the intelligibility on listeners indicates that one kind of accented pronunciation, which is intelligible enough for some listeners, can be unintelligible for others. The most intelligible pronunciation of a specific listener is the listener’s own pronunciation. For many Japanese, the most intelligible English will not be British/American English but Japanese accented English [3]. Logically speaking, if a native speaker of English wants to give an intelligible lecture to Japanese, he/she may have to master Japanese English before the lecture. We can say that it is difficult to discuss the intelligibility of utterances without specifying the language background of listeners. In this paper, we focus on the intelligibility of English sentences spoken by Japanese to Americans with no experience of talking with Japanese.

In a classroom, learners often repeat what English teachers say or some spoken materials recorded by native speakers. In many cases, however, learners don’t know well whether their utterances can be understood correctly by listeners. This is partly because what learners are given is always authorized pronunciation, i.e. teachers’ good pronunciation. They are given what to do but not given what not to do. Good pronunciation is needed for learners to try to imitate but we consider that inadequate pronunciations can be a good information source for learners to improve their pronunciation only if the following two conditions are satisfied. One is that explicit description on why that pronunciation is inadequate or which words are misunderstood has to be shown to learners and the other is that the inadequate pronunciations have to have a high coverage of pronunciation errors that can be observed in the same group of learners, i.e. Japanese learners. Recently, many research efforts were given to develop machines to detect pronunciation errors using automatic speech recognition (ASR) techniques [4]. Using these machines, a learner can check which words of his/her utterances were inadequate but it will be difficult to know about some other errors which may be made afterward by the learner. Here, as told above, we can say that inadequate pronunciations made by others can be a good information source. If collection of these pronunciations satisfying the above two conditions is possible, these data will be helpful both for learners and teachers.

To this end in this paper, a large listening test was conducted, where 173 Americans with no experience of talking with Japanese listened to 800 English utterances made by 100 male and 100 female Japanese. The Americans were asked to repeat what they just heard and their repetitive responses were transcribed manually. The speech materials were selected from ERJ database [5, 6], which is a large database of Japanese English. After the listening test, we obtained 17,416 transcriptions (repetitions) and an utterance gave us 21 transcriptions on average, indicating that an utterance was heard by 21 Americans on average. The following sections describe the design of this experiment in detail and some results of analyzing the transcriptions, which will be included in the next release of ERJ.
are divided into eight groups and all the words in the tables are substitutes all over Japan. All the sentences in Table 1 and Table 2 have many hints for pronunciation, i.e. phonemic/prosodic symbols. Reading proficiency directly because the reading sheets include a database does not reflect the learners’ recording procedures, namely, learners did not have to look up an English dictionary for recording. Exactly speaking, this recording, they are asked to read the sentences and words on their reading sheets. In the ERJ database. In this section, we describe ERJ database briefly.

2. ERJ database

In the listening test, we had to present speech stimuli that contained a wide enough variety of pronunciation errors. To satisfy this condition, we defined a subset of utterances from those in ERJ database. In this section, we describe ERJ database briefly.

2.1. Selection of reading material

Syllabuses of English pronunciation training is mainly divided into two aspects; segmental and prosodic. As for reading material, sentence sets and word sets are used for both aspects, shown in Table 1 and Table 2. On reading sheets, phonemic/prosodic symbols are assigned to each word to facilitate recording procedures. Namely, learners did not have to look up an English dictionary for recording. Exactly speaking, this database does not reflect the learners’ true pronunciation or reading proficiency directly because the reading sheets include many hints for pronunciation, i.e. phonemic/prosodic symbols.

2.2. Selection of speakers

To realize a balanced selection of speakers, 100 male and 100 female university students are randomly selected at twenty institutes all over Japan. All the sentences in Table 1 and Table 2 are divided into eight groups and all the words in the tables are into five groups. The required amount of recording per speaker is a sentence group (~120 sentences) and a word group (~220 words). Each sentence is read by twelve speakers and each word is read by twenty speakers for both genders. The total number of sentence utterances is about 24.7K and that of word utterances is about 45.5K. Besides the Japanese learners, eight male and twelve female General American speakers read the material. One speaker reads a half of sentences of all the sets (~480 sentences) and a half of words of all the sets (~550 words).

2.3. Recording Japanese utterances and American ones

Before the recording, Japanese learners are allowed to practice reading sentences and words on their reading sheets. In the recording, they are asked to read the sentences and words repeatedly until they can do what they think is correct pronunciation. Then, the resulting database is a collection of English utterances judged as correct by Japanese learners. As for recording American utterances, no special instruction is given and they read the sentences and the words in a normal speaking rate.

2.4. Rating Japanese learners’ pronunciation

To a part of sentence utterances (~3.8K utterances) and word utterances (~5.7K utterances), five-scale goodness scores of pronunciation are assigned by five American teachers of English, who have good experience of teaching English to Japanese and good knowledge of phonetics. Here, 1 and 5 mean very poor and very good, respectively. Since the reading material is divided into several groups (see Table 1 and Table 2), the utterances are rated using different strategies depending on which group each utterance belongs to. For example, for the phonemically-balanced sentences, the teachers rate them based on whether indented phonemes can be perceived well.

3. Selection of Japanese utterances from ERJ for the listening test

Since it is practically impossible to present all the utterances in ERJ database, we had to select a subset of the utterances in the database. To measure the intelligibility of Japanese accent English utterances objectively, these utterances should include a large enough variety of errors including linguistic ones such as grammatical errors. Since ERJ database contains only read speech, however, it comes to have no linguistic error. Further, the sentences designed for prosodic variation tend to be those with simple syntactic structure. If they are used for the listening test, due to syntactic simplicity, the obtained intelligibility will be biased. On the other hand, although the sentences of the TIMIT-based phonemically-balanced sentence set also have no linguistic error, to achieve a high balance, they include rather rare words and phrases including proper names. These are considered as somewhat unnatural wording examples. For the listening test, we decided to define a subset of sentences by selecting sentences from the phonemically-balanced set.

First, we selected some sentences from the 460 sentences and, to each of the selected sentences, we adequately assigned a Japanese learner. For sentence selection, the following two linguistic parameters were used: 1) the number of words in a sentence and 2) perplexity of that sentence calculated using bigram language models trained with three years’ news articles included in WSJ database. Here, the vocabulary was defined as the most frequent 65K words in the articles plus 117 words to have no unknown word in the 460 sentences. According to the number of words of a sentence (l), the 460 sentences were divided into three groups of a (l ≤ 6), b (7 ≤ l ≤ 8), and c (9 ≤ l). Their sizes are 158, 175, and 127 for a, b, and c. Similarly, according to perplexity (PP), the 460 sentences were divided into another three groups of A (PP ≤ 2000), B (2000 < PP ≤ 7000), and C (7000 < PP). Very high values of PP are because 1) we have no unknown word and 2) the domain of sentences in the TIMIT set is different from that of news articles. The sizes of A, B, and C are 156, 141, and 163. By combining these two parameters of n and PP, we had 9 groups of A-a, B-a, C-a, A-b, A-c, B-c, C-b, C-c, and A-c, which are referred to as groups 1 to 9 hereafter. The average number of sentences in a group was 51.1.

For speaker assignment, the following strategy was taken. By referring to the goodness scores of phoneme pronunciation included in ERJ database, the 100 male speakers and the 100 female speakers were separately sorted and we obtained even-numbered 50 speakers and odd-numbered 50 speakers for each gender. A speaker in the even-numbered male speakers was assigned to a sentence of group m (m=2, 4, 6, and 8). Namely, he was assigned to four sentences. A speaker in the odd-numbered male speakers was assigned to a sentence of group l (l=1, 3, 7,
and 9). Figure 1 shows this strategy schematically. Similar assignment was done for female speakers. This assignment strategy was not always able to be carried out because the sizes of some groups were less than 50. In this case, neighboring groups or group 5 were used instead. It should be noted that, for each gender, a particular sentence was assigned only once. Finally, each of the 100 male and the 100 female speakers was assigned to four sentences. Totally, we obtained 400 utterances from the 100 male speakers and another 400 utterances from the 100 female speakers. The sentence overlap between the two sets of 400 utterances is 381. As shown in Figure 1, we designed this balanced subset very carefully.

For American speaker assignment, the following procedure was carried out. From the overlapped 381 sentences, 100 sentences were manually selected so carefully that the selected sentences were distributed reasonably evenly for the 9 sentence groups. During sentence selection, speaker assignment was also done in such a way that gender ratio (M:F) in a sentence group was 4:6. This is because ERJ database has eight male and twelve female American speakers. The number of sentences per American speaker was five (5 × (8 + 12) = 100).

4. The listening test

4.1. Selection of subjects

This listening test was conducted at Indiana University. The subjects satisfying the following conditions were collected.

- The subject’s mother tongue is American English.
- He/she has no hearing problem.
- He/she has had no experience of talking with Japanese.
- He/she has had no experience of talking with Japanese.

173 subjects were collected and their average age was 20.5. Eighty percent of the subjects were from the State of Indiana.

4.2. Power normalization and white noise addition

Power normalization was done for all the stimuli because ERJ’s utterances were recorded in different sites, which resulted in providing utterances of different average power.

For American utterances, in addition to clear utterances, we prepared noisy ones. Here we prepared utterances with different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). SNR = -5, -2.5, 0.0, 2.5, 5.0, and ∞. ∞ means clear (noise-free) utterances. Totally, we prepared 6 × 100 = 600 utterances of American English. The reason of preparing noisy utterances is that we were interested in to which value of SNR the Japanese accent is equal in terms of intelligibility, i.e. word identification rate.

4.3. Procedure of the listening test

The total number of utterances to be presented is 1,400 (400 male Japanese utterances, 400 female Japanese utterances, and 600 American utterances with/without noise). Out of these, randomly selected 175 utterances were presented to a subject, where more than one utterance of the same sentence were not presented to that subject. To facilitate presentation, recording, and transcription, this listening test was done through a telephone line. A subject makes a call to the designated site and this starts the listening test. After the subject declared his/her ID and answered several questions, 175 utterances were presented. Each one was presented only once. The task was to repeat what they just heard. The repetitive response was monitored automatically on the other side and when the end of the response was detected, the next utterance was presented. All the responses were transcribed by experienced transcribers. Here, involuntarily spoken utterances such as “I don’t know” or filled pauses were also transcribed. The total amount of required time for a subject was approximately 30 minutes. 173 subjects joined this listening test and we obtained 17,416 transcriptions for Japanese accented utterances and 12,859 transcriptions for American utterances with/without white noise.

4.4. Discussion on the obtained transcriptions

For each of the Japanese utterances and the American utterances, 21 American subjects repeated it, resulting in 21 transcriptions on average. For each transcription, we counted the number of correctly transcribed words semi-automatically, where errors only by conjugal suffix or by singular/plural form were treated as correct. A word-based intelligibility score (word identification rate) was calculated for each utterance.

By referring to the goodness scores in ERJ database, the 100 male Japanese and the 100 female Japanese were clustered into seven groups, shown in Table 3. For each group, the average intelligibility score was calculated, which is shown in

Table 3: #speakers for each group of pronunciation goodness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>≤2.0</th>
<th>≤2.5</th>
<th>≤3.0</th>
<th>≤3.5</th>
<th>≤4.0</th>
<th>≤4.5</th>
<th>≤5.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Word-based intelligibility for different learner groups
ances. Figure 4 shows a part of the page of learner TEI M03. The intended sentence is also shown in the page.

6. Conclusions

This paper described the aim and the design of a very large listening experiment, where Americans repeated Japanese accented English utterances immediately after hearing them. Their responses were transcribed. The speech stimuli were selected very carefully from ERJ database, paying much attention to balanced coverage of the pronunciation errors included in the database. The obtained transcriptions show a very low intelligibility of Japanese English to Americans with little exposure to Japanese English. In the transcriptions, we can find a huge number of facts of miscommunications, which are expected to show what not to do for Japanese to speak to Americans. We hope that these facts will be effectively used in a classroom or a self-learning situation to improve communication ability of Japanese learners. All the transcriptions and the browsing system will be included in the next release of ERJ database. We are also planning to include phonetic transcriptions of the 800 Japanese English utterances in the new release.
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